
KIND ATTN : CE ZONE FOR URGENT ACTION  

 

Tele : 011-23019151      Engineer-in-Chief’s Branch 

         Military Engineer Services 

         Dte of Contract Management  

         Kashmir House, Rajaji Marg 

         New Delhi -110 011 

 

66546/SSR-II/Rates/2020/ Tue /E8     07 Apr  2020 
 
All CEs Zone concerned 

(Through MES Website) 

 

REVISION OF SSR – II (RATES) 

 

1.  Reference this HQ letter No. 66546SSR-II/Rates/2020/294/E8 dated 28 Jan 2020 and 

66546SSR-II/Rates/2020/300/E8 dated 05 Feb 2020 addressed to the concerned CEs Zone 

entrusted with the task of preparation of details/analysis of respective trade sections of SSR 

with copies endorsed to other CEs Zone (Copies of letter enclosed for ready reference). 

2.  Detailed instructions were issued to the concerned CEs Zone for preparation of 

details/revised details in r/o respective trade sections of SSR Part- II. The details/revised 

details were to be prepared and submitted to another set of CEs Zone entrusted with the task 

of cross-checking the details (trade section wise) so as to reach them by 20 Feb 2020. CEs 

Zone were to cross-check the details and forward the details after cross-checking to this HQ 

within two weeks of receipt of details from the CE Zone entrusted with the task of preparing 

the detail. While forwarding the details after preparation to other CE Zone, one copy was to 

be forwarded to this HQ. Copies of letter referred above were endorsed to other set of CEs 

Zone and the details to be referred were sent to all concerned CEs Zone on email. 

3. It is noted with concern that till date only one CE Zone has forwarded the details after 

preparation which in turn is yet to be received form concerned CE Zone after cross-checking 

despite the date for submission having expired long back. Such unusual delay shows that the 

matter has not been taken earnestly by concerned CEs Zone and due priority to the task has 

not been given by the concerned officials of Contract Section.  

4. It needs no mention that the task of revision of SSR –II is already over-delayed as the 

current SSR is almost ten years old. Hence such lack of interest speaks poor on the part of 

concerned officials towards such important aspect of tendering and contract management. 

The lack of  importance shown by CEs  Zone on the issue  has  been viewed seriously by    

E-in-C. 

5. It may be noted that the task of preparation of details and its cross-checking is 

possible through work from home also as only limited documents are to be referred for this 

purpose. It is hereby accordingly directed that all concerned CEs Zone shall get the details 

prepared by 20 Apr 2020 and forward the forward to concerned CEs Zone by this date 

physically as well as in soft form. One hard copy of such details shall be delivered to this HQ  
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by 20 Apr 2020. CEs Zone concerned shall forward the details to this HQ after cross-

checking in soft as well as hard copy by 30 Apr 2020. BOO convened for this purpose shall 

finalise its proceedings and submit the same complete in all respect by 20 May 2020. 

6.  In case of non-submission of details by due date, CE Zone shall depute his team to 

this HQ which shall prepare/complete details. CEs Zone shall personally monitor the 

progress on preparation of details at his office and shall ensure compliance of this instruction 

in case of non-submission of details by due date. All CEs Command/ADGs shall also monitor 

the progress made by the CEs Zone under their AOR to ensure timely submission of details. 

7. It must be noted that no further slip up on the time schedule mentioned above will be 

accepted and non-compliance with above instructions may reflect on the performance 

appraisal of the CEs Zone.  

8.  Please  accord  PRIORITY. 

          

Encl : As above          

COPY TO :  

 

All CE Command/ADGs   : Please monitor the progress on preparation of details/revised 

details by CEs Zone as well as cross-checking of details received 

from other CEs Zone by the CEs Zone within your AOR and 

ensure that above timelines are adhered to. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 










